Abstract-We propose a novel causal coding scheme with forward error correction (FEC) for a point-to-point communication link with delayed feedback. The proposed model can learn the erasure pattern in the channel, and adaptively adjust its transmission and FEC rate based on the burstiness of the channel and the feedback. We investigate the throughput, and the inorder delivery delay of the adaptive causal coding algorithm, and contrast its performance with the one of the selective repeat (SR) ARQ. We demonstrate via an experimental study of the protocol that our model can double the throughput gains, and triple the gain in terms of mean in-order delivery delay when the channel is bursty, while keeping the difference between the maximum and mean in-order delivery delay is much smaller than SR ARQ. Closing the delay gap along with boosting the throughput is very promising for enabling ultra-reliable low-latency communications applications. We validate the performance of data delivery under the traces of Intel.
I. INTRODUCTION
Classical information theory problems consider the very large blocklength regime to achieve the desired communication rates. On the other hand, in streaming communications, there are real-time constraints on the transmission which requires low delays. Such low delays cannot be achieved using very large blocklengths; therefore the classical approaches do not provide the desired trade-off between the throughput and the delay. To alleviate the problem of large in order delivery delays, different forward error correction (FEC) techniques for packet-level coding have been contemplated.
The challenges associated with packet-level coding are multifold, which are due to feedback, real-time delivery, congestion. The situation becomes even worse (deteriorated) when we have round-trip time (RTT) fluctuations, variations in the channel state (erasure bursts). When we consider these critical issues, along with the real-time transmission constraints, it becomes challenging to close/bridge the trade-off between the throughput and in order delivery delay. It is essential to have joint optimization of coding and packet scheduling. In this paper, we provide a code construction for low delay, which is adaptive (due to variations), causal (learns the channel and feedback).
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A. Related Work
Different coding techniques have been proposed to correct erasures in wireless channels such as chunk codes, rateless erasure codes or fountain codes (e.g., LT codes [4] and Raptor codes [5] ), systematic codes [3] , and streaming codes [6] . While fountain codes are capacity achieving, and have efficient encoding and decoding algorithms, they are not suitable for streaming because the decoding delay is proportional to the size of the date [7] . In the case of block codes, the receiver has to wait till the end of the block to be able to start decoding. However, the required block length for the code achieves a desired reliability performance can be very high due to the asymptotic nature of information theoretical results. To mitigate this problem and reduce the in order delivery in wireless systems, authors in [8] have proposed a low delay streaming code scheme (not adaptive). Similarly, convolutional codes can reduce the decoding time, and a general construction for complete maximum distance profile convolutional codes have been implemented in [9] .
Error control protocols such as Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ), and hybrid ARQ (HARQ) have been incorporated into 5G mobile networks [10] in order to increase the performance of wireless technologies such as HSPA, WiMAX and LTE [11] . While these repetition-based protocols provide desired performance when the feedback is perfect, the performance might degrade significantly (streaming quality drops) when the feedback is not reliable or delayed, and this may cause extra latency, which is not desired in delay-sensitive applications.
Systematic codes have been proposed in [3] , which are coded generalizations of selective repeat ARQ, and the adaptive coded ARQ model with cumulative feedback as in [6] .
Using FEC, in order delivery delay over packet erasure channels can be reduced [8] , and the performance of SR ARQ protocols [3] can be boosted. Delay bounds for convolutional codes have been provided in [12] , [13] . Packet dropping to reduce playback delay of streaming over an erasure channel is investigated in [1] , [2] , [14] . Delay-optimal codes without feedback for burst erasure channels, and the decoding delay of codes for more general erasure models have been analyzed in [15] . Transmission with delay constraints have been considered in [16] by combining the PHY and NET layer aspects, where bit level FEC is performed at the PHY layer, and Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC) is performed at the NET layer. To prevent packet loss in the presence of interference and large RTT, a network coded TCP solution has been proposed in [17] . In Fig. 1 , we refer to two of the coding approaches that are the closest to ours. Delay and throughput gains of coding in unreliable networks have been discussed in [18] . The delay advantage of coding in packet erasure networks has been studied in [19] . A capacityachieving coding scheme for unicast or multicast over lossy packet networks has been proposed in [20] , where intermediate nodes perform recoding and send out coded packets formed from random linear combinations of previously received packets. Joint optimization of coding (for delay sensitivity) and scheduling (time-division) in wireless systems for varying delay sensitivities for single-hop wireless erasure channels and single broadcast channel (with multiple receivers having different delay sensitivities) has been considered [21] . The single hop model is later generalized to multi-hop [22] .
While current approaches address some of the challenges of adaptive coding (such as reducing the in order delivery delay to provide the desired reliability-delay trade-offs). However, the coding in general is done in a deterministic manner. This approach deteriorates the performance when the channel is bursty, or in the presence of RTT fluctuations, and real-time transmission constraints are imposed.
B. Contributions
We propose a novel adaptive causal coding scheme with FEC for a point-to-point communication link with delayed and cumulative feedback. The proposed model can track the erasure pattern in the channel, and adaptively adjust its transmission and FEC rate based on the channel quality (the erasure burst pattern) and the cumulative feedback acknowledgments.
We observe significant gains in the throughput, and the mean and maximum in order delivery delay. The gains become more apparent when the channel is more bursty and RTT is high. The main distinctions of this approach from standard approaches like SR ARQ [10] , or other FEC schemes [8] which are very sensitive to the fluctuations in the channel quality (bursts) are that the proposed adaptive causal coding scheme is more robust to the burst erasures, and the RTT and in order delivery delay requirements.
The simulation results for the implementation of the adaptive causal network coding protocol demonstrate the robustness of the causal coding algorithm. The simulation results also show that in real wireless scenarios, the gap between the mean in order delay and the maximum in order delay is very small along with the improvement in throughput, unlike the selective repeat ARQ where the growth rate of the gap is higher. In consistence with these, we validate the performance of data delivery of our algorithm under the traces of Intel. 1 The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sect. II, we formally describe the system model and performance metrics. In Sect. III, we present the adaptive causal network coding algorithm, and in Sect. IV, we describe an experimental study and simulations exemplifying the performance of the proposed method. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sect. V with possible future directions.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider an adaptive real-time point-to-point communication with feedback in systems where are low-latency constraints. In each time slot t the sender may transmits a coded packet c t to the receiver over the forward channel. The receiver over the feedback channel acknowledges the sender on each coded packet transmitted. Denote by t p the maximum propagation delay over any channel and by t d =DoF(c t )/R the duration of each time-slot, where DoF(c t ) is the size of each coded packet in bits and R denote the rate of the channel in bits/second. We assume the acknowledges size is sufficiently small, hence, the round-trip time is RT T = t d + 2t p . We consider the case where erasure errors may occur over the forward channel. To simplify the technical aspects and focus on the key methods, in this paper we assume the feedback channel is noiseless. Hence, for each t-th coded packet transmitted the sender receives reliable ACK(t) or N ACK(t) after RT T . In this paper for the forward channel between the sender to the receiver we consider two types of possible channels. The first, it is a memory-less Binary Erasure Channel (BEC), with erasure probability of , i.i.d. That is, when n denote the total number of transmission, on average, n(1 − ) slots of the forward channel output are not erased and are available to the receiver. The second, it is a Gilbert-Elliott (GE) channel with memory which introduces both burst and isolates erasures [23] . GE channel is a binary-state Markov process with good (G) and bad (B) states. Let G = 0 and B = 1 be the erasure rates at the corresponding states. Let P be the probability transition matrix, which is given as
where the first (second) row represents the transition probabilities from the good (bad) state. The stationary distribution satisfies π G = r q+s , and π B = 1 − π G . The average erasure rate is = π B . Note that 1/s is the average erasure burst, hence burst erasures occur when s is low.
The following definition lays out the goals of the adaptive coding algorithm. Definition 1. We consider a sequence of adaptive causal coding algorithm for point-to-point communications with parameters , n and RT T , that minimize the in order delivery delay, and maximize the throughput η, which are defined: (1) In order delivery delay: The difference between the time an information is first transmitted in a coded packets c t by the sender and the time that same information is decoded, in order at the receiver. (2) Throughput: The total amount of information (in bits/second) delivered, in order at the receiver in n transmissions over the forward channel. Moreover, normalized throughput is the total amount of information (in bits) delivered, in order at the receiver divided by n and the size of the packets.
In this paper, we consider the average d(1) and the maximum d(∞) in order delivery delay which is the time between an information packet is first transmitted and successfully acknowledged [21] . While considering the average in order delivery delay, we are interested in reducing the overall completion delay of all packets. Considering the maximum in order delivery delay, we are interested in reducing the maximum inter-arrival time between any two packets with new information, which might be critical for real-time applications, e.g., video streaming, conference calls, or distributed systems in which real-time decisions are taken according to information received from another source in the system.
III. ADAPTIVE CODING ALGORITHM
In this section, we propose a new causal coding algorithm which is adaptive. The symbol definitions, the pseudocode and an example for the proposed causal RLNC algorithm are provided in Table I , Algorithm 1 and Fig. 1 , respectively.
We assume a time-slotted structure, where c t is the RLNC coded combination at time slot t. The benefit of RLNC is that the sender does not need to retransmit the same packet, and the receiver has to collect enough degrees of freedom (DoF) to be able to decode the packets within the transmission window. At time t, we construct a coded packet c t as a causal random linear combination using a subset of information packets {p i } wmin+w−1 i=wmin that are made available to the transport layer and are not declared by the sender as decoded at the receiver according to the acknowledgments received over the feedback in the previous time slot t − 1. Hence,
where µ i ∈ F q are the random coefficients, w min − 1 is the index of the last information packet declared as decoded, w ≤ t is the effective window size that is adaptively determined based on the retransmission criterion th, and we assume that the effective window size w is upper bounded by 2k which is the same as the maximum number of information packets that can overlap given the round-trip time k + 1 of the time-slotted model. We denote by DoF(c t ) the DoF contained in c t , i.e. the number of distinct information packets in c t .
The adaptive causal coding protocol differs from the SR ARQ protocol in terms of the structure of the feedback and the retransmission criterion, which is mainly affected by the feedback and the window size and the channel conditions. In the causal RLNC model, the feedback is cumulative such that it provides information about the DoF of seen packets, which implies that the previous packets have been seen if the current packet has been seen. Furthermore, the retransmission criterion depends on whether the feedback is an ACK or a NACK. Upon the reception of the feedback, if the transmitter is not at the end of the window (i.e. not EW), it adds a new linear combination, and otherwise (if it is the EW) it repeats the same RLNC combinations m times 2 . Note that we determine the number of FECs m adaptively, according to the average erasure rate e/t calculated by the information given over the feedback link. The insertion of the FEC is determined by a threshold condition for retransmission. If the channel rate r is sufficiently higher than the required DoF rate d (which is given by the ratio of the number of DoFs needed to decode c t and the number of DoFs added to c t ), in other words, if the transmission satisfies the condition r − d > th, where th is the threshold, then a new packet p i is added to the random linear combination if it is not the EW (and otherwise the same random linear combination is transmitted). In order to estimate the channel behavior, we count the number of erasures e. The probability of error p e = e/t is the fraction of erasures over the time interval [1, t] . Hence, we can compute the channel rate as r = 1 − p e .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the causal RLNC with feedback. We first simulate the full protocols of the code proposed herein and the SR ARQ, and validate the throughput η, mean in order delivery delay d(1), and maximum in order delivery delay d(∞) performance, using the steps in Algorithm 1. We then validate the simulation results via experimental simulation results using the Intel traces on a point-to-point wireless communication system. The controlledcongested setup considered by Intel is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
We provide a performance comparison between the Selective Repeat ARQ protocol (S-ARQ) and adaptive causal network coding protocol (C-RLNC) for the throughput, mean in order packet delay d(1) and maximum in order packet delay d(∞) with respect to the erasure rate , for different values of RTT (in terms of the number of slots). We further assume that the retransmission criterion is r > d, i.e. th = 0, which only covers the average erasures rate per window. We compare the performance of different channel models: memoryless and bursty channels.
Memoryless channels. In Fig. 3 , we evaluate the performance of the C-RLNC and contrast it with S-ARQ's performance for a memoryless channel (binary erasure channel) in terms of the throughput η (left), mean in order delay d(1) (middle), and maximum in order delay d(∞) (right). The throughput gain of the C-RLNC with respect to S-ARQ is significant at high RTT values (nearly double at = 0.4). While the throughput performance of both models is comparable when RTT is low because the need for adaptive FEC mechanism is eliminated, C-RLNC always performs better.
We can see significant gains (more than double at ≥ 0.4) in d(1) and d(∞) of the C-RLNC model with respect to S-ARQ. This is because the transmitter compares the DoFs received (learnt via feedback) with the transmission rate of the channel, adapts the fec insertion rate. As also demonstrated in Fig. 1 , for a given deadline, this enables a higher number of successful transmissions than time-invariant streaming codes, and systematic codes with feedback. Bursty channels. In Fig. 4 , we investigate and contrast the performance of the C-RLNC with S-ARQ for the bursty channel (Gilbert-Elliott channel with burst parameter s = 0.3 where 1/s represents the average erasure burst) in terms of the throughput η (left), mean in order delay d(1) (middle), and maximum in order delay d(∞) (right). While the throughput η drops for both models because the channels are bursty, it is still possible to see the gain of using C-RLNC. When we look at the delay performance, however, we can see that the C-RLNC can handle the burst erasures better than the S-ARQ model in the sense that the gain is at least tripled for ≥ 0.4. Similarly, when we compare the d(∞) performances, we can see that C-RLNC is more stable in terms of in order delivery delay, i.e. the delay tail has a sub-Gaussian behavior.
Validation with Intel traces. In Fig. 5 , using controlledcongested setup of Intel, we demonstrate the behavior of the throughput η (left), mean in order delay d(1) (middle), and maximum in order delay d(∞) (right) for the Intel traces. From the simulation results, we can note that the experimental study results have a good agreement with the simulation results using the bursty model (GE channel).
A. Discussion
The advantage of the adaptive causal RLNC with feedback in terms of throughput and delay is even more evident when we have a GE channel instead of BEC. This is because the adaptive causal network coding protocol can track the erasure pattern, and is more robust to burst erasures.
In this section we assumed that th = 0, yielding the retransmission criterion r > d. We can set the threshold th adaptively according to the maximum in order delivery delay requirements of the applications, and the variance of the erasures. For example, in order to support the burst of erasures and lower the maximum in order delivery delay, we can compute the second moment of the erasures (and denote by v e ) such that th = v e . In general, we can choose the threshold adaptively such that th ≤ |v e | to manage the throughput-delay trade-offs. This is left as future work. Furthermore, if the RTT is long, e.g., satellite, WiMAX, the insertion of FEC of m retransmissions can be split during the window, instead of including the FEC at the end of the window. How to optimally split the insertion of FEC is an interesting extension of the current work.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a causal and adaptive RLNC-based algorithm for erasure channels. Adaptive causal network coding can increase the throughput gains and reduce the in order delivery delay (not only the mean, but also the max) significantly. The numerical simulations suggest that the adaptive model can predict the behavior in bursty environments and improve the gains even further (which is consistent with the experimental validation of Intel traces). The proposed approach is a good starting point to demonstrate the gains that can be obtained via a causal and adaptive coding model. The gains in terms of throughput can be more than double with respect to S-ARQ (memoryless channel), and the gain in terms of the mean inorder delivery delay d(1) is tripled (bursty channel), and the maximum in-order delivery d(∞) is more stable compared to S-ARQ.
Ongoing work focuses on the derivation of bounds on the mean and maximum in order delivery delay for verification of the simulation results. Future work includes verification of simulation results for the single path via analysis, an extension of Single-Path (SP) to Multi-Path (MP), and optimize the packet scheduling in MP. Extensions also include the study of multi-hop MP networks, and general mesh networks where the interference and congestion are not negligible. These tradeoffs can be exploited to see the fundamental limits of delay and throughput with hardware constraints from a practical point of view.
